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Extreme Exploits: Advanced Defenses Against Hardcore HacksMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Protect your network and web sites from malicious attacks with help from this cutting-edge guide. Extreme Exploits is packed with never-before-published advanced security techniques and concise instructions that explain how to defend against devastating vulnerabilities in software and network infrastructure. This book gives you detailed analyses...
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Deploying Cisco Voice over IP SolutionsCisco Press, 2001
If you've got a wide area network (WAN) already, putting interoffice voice traffic on it is an obvious application for it. Voice signals take up so little bandwidth, and the cost savings can be so significant, that Voice over IP (VoIP) deserves serious consideration. However, you can easily throw away years of cost savings by bringing in...
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Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New Nature of Business PracticesIGI Global, 2008
At one time, the office was a physical place, and employees congregated in the same location to work together on projects. The advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web, however, not only made the unthinkable possible, it forever changed the way persons view both the office and work. The Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New...
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Home Recording Studio  Build it Like the ProsArtistpro, 2006
With the advances in digital technology, musicians can now produce their own music. But the gear is only part of the equation when it comes to recording and mixing. The next part is finding a soundproof room that you can produce it in. Unfortunately, any old room in your house will not suffice for a quality recording. Without a decent room, you'l...
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The Executive Guide to E-mail Correspondence: Including Model Letters for Every SituationCareer Press, 2006
Sit down at the keyboard and cinch that deal!   Press the send button and get the account!
Writing skills are more important than ever in determining business success. They can make the difference between climbing the corporate ladder and getting stuck on a low rung. An e-mail that's clear, concise, and targeted will get more than just a...
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A Subject Guide to Quality Web SitesThe Scarecrow Press, Inc, 2010

	The Web is always moving, always changing. As some Web sites come, others go, but the most effective sites have been well established. A Subject Guide to Quality Web Sites provides a list of key web sites in various disciplines that will assist researchers with a solid starting point for their queries. The sites included in this collection...
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Preparing for the Worst: A Comprehensive Guide to Protecting Your Family from Terrorist Attacks, Natural Disasters, and Other CatastrophesPraeger Publishers, 2007

	Preparing for the Worst details the best practices in antiterrorism tactics and preparing for disaster. This book is for typical American families, business travelers, corporate executive management personnel, emergency first responders, school administrators, and local government officials responsible for public safety and emergency...
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Making Sense of Data: Designing Effective VisualizationsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		You have a mound of data sitting in front of you and a suite of computation tools at your disposal. And yet, you’re stumped as to how to turn that data into insight. Which part of that data actually matters, and where is this insight hidden?

	
		If you’re a data scientist who struggles to navigate the murky space...
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Project Management: A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and ControllingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This revised edition of the bestselling project management “bible” offers a new, focused presentation of the critical aspects of project management. Written by one of the best-known and respected authorities on the subject, this extraordinary book gives the leaders of today and tomorrow a profound understanding of project...
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A Guide to Forensic Testimony: The Art and Practice of Presenting Testimony As An Expert Technical WitnessAddison Wesley, 2002
Information technology is an increasingly large factor in legal proceedings. In cases large and small, from the U.S. Government's antitrust suit against Microsoft Corporation, to civil lawsuits filed over the failure of a network, to criminal cases in which the authenticity of electronic evidence is questioned, the testimony of a technical...
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Turn eBay Data into DollarsMcGraw-Hill, 2005
You already have the answer to boosting your eBay sales and profits...
You just have to know where to look. Turn eBay Data into Dollars shows you how to use the powerful tools available on eBay to sell smarter and make more money on every sale. Learn to mine sales data from tools such as Andale Research Tools, Terapeak, and...
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Management of Hazardous Substances in the EnvironmentRoutledge, 1990
Selected papers presented at Envirotech Vienna 1989, First International ISEP Congress, Vienna, Austria, on 20-22 February 1989.

There has been growing international concern in recent years about the urgent environmental problems associated with hazardous substances and their management. Discussion has focussed on three main areas:...
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